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Theyre practically strangers until a
cross-country road trip turns into a journey
toward love... Josh Neubaum cant wait to
get home for Thanksgiving. Hes even
looking forward to the solo drive from
California to Connecticut. A little time off
of work, the freedom of the road, and
family waiting for him at the other end. It
couldnt get any better than that. But the
day before hes supposed to leave, Josh gets
a request he isnt in a position to refuse: hell
have to bring the bosss daughter along on
his cross-country drive, since she happens
to be moving to the East Coast at the same
time. Transporting the stuck up Monica
Patel thousands of miles is already torture
enough because she stands between Josh
and a promotion. But it doesnt help that he
thinks shes gorgeous despite her haughty,
holier-than-thou attitude. A lot can happen
during a week on the road, thoughwill
Joshs attraction to her grow into something
much hotter, or will it end up being nothing
more than cold comfort?
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